
 

 

Fantasy Cartography with Adobe 

Photoshop: Adapted for Gimp 

By Megan Wiseman © 2010 

This is a written tutorial, adapted for Gimp 2.6.8, based on Butch Curry’s video tutorial series Fantasy 

Cartography with Adobe Photoshop. You can find information about Butch Curry and his video tutorial 

series at http://www.zombienirvana.com. Although the steps for Gimp are completely different, I will 

attempt to follow the steps presented in the video as closely as possible. There are a couple of places 

where a technique used in Photoshop could not be duplicated in Gimp (at least with the knowledge I 

have at the time of this writing). In these cases, I will denote the steps used in the video, for Photoshop. 

If you know, or figure out, how to duplicate the step in Gimp, feel free to send me a private message on 

the site, and I will update the tutorial.  

Episode 4 

 

1. Open your file from the Episode 3 tutorial in Gimp. Minimize it. 

2. In the Episode 3 tutorial, we created a forest pattern to use in a masked layer. By painting out 

certain parts of the mask, we allowed the forest pattern to show through, as shown below. 

 

3. Although using a pattern can create the look of having hand-drawn many, many objects, the 

http://www.zombienirvana.com/


 

 

effect is somewhat ruined if you paint your pattern over a large area, because of the pattern’s 

repeated tiling effect. So now we are going to learn a trick to use to break up that obvious tiling 

effect. Open the pattern you created in the last tutorial (for this tutorial, I created a second 

pattern with mixed deciduous and coniferous trees. It should be in <user profile>\.gimp 

2.x\patterns (where user profile is your user profile location, and x is the version of GIMP you 

have). 

4. Click Layer > Transform > Offset. In the Offset dialog, Set the X and Y values to 150, and make 

sure Wrap around is selected. Then click Offset.  

 

5. Now click Image > Tranform > Flip Horizontally, as shown below. 

 

6. Save the changed image as a new pattern. Label it “Forest 2” or something similar that 

distinguishes it from the first forest pattern you made. Since you were modifying an existing 

pattern, it should already have the .pat extension, and should be saved automatically in the 

pattern directory. Close the pattern image. 

7. Close Gimp and restart it. This will force Gimp to find and load the new pattern. When you’ve 

restarted Gimp, open your tutorial image. 

8. In the layers list, right click on the Forest Layer (we created that layer in the Episode 3 tutorial). 

Click Duplicate Layer. Rename the copied layer to “Forest Layer 2” or something similar. 



 

 

9. In the duplicate layer, click to select the background. In the Toolbox, click the Bucket Fill tool. 

Make sure your foreground color is white, and under Fill Type click the radio button to select FG 

color fill. Click in the background to fill it with white (this erases the pattern copied from the 

previous Forest layer). 

10. In the Toolbox, under Fill Type click the radio button to select Pattern Fill. Click on the square 

thumbnail below Pattern Fill and select the “Forest 2” or whatever you named your altered 

forest pattern. Then click inside the background to fill it with the new forest pattern. 

11. Now you can paint in areas with either forest pattern. Just switch from layer to layer depending 

on what pattern you want to use for each area you paint in. You can switch back and forth 

between black and white, brushing in more forest, or erasing some, or just cleaning up the 

edges. An example is shown below. 

 



 

 

12. At this point in his video, Butch Curry shows the viewer how to create a custom “tree trunk” 

brush in Photoshop. He uses Photoshop’s brush settings dialog to vary the spacing and size of 

the trunks. Because Gimp doesn’t have as many brush-customizing features, I am going to insert 

a mini-tutorial here on how to create a “brush pipe” in Gimp. Then we’ll get back to Butch’s 

tutorial. 

Creating a Custom Brush Pipe in Gimp 

This mini-tutorial is based on Rongar’s Creating a Brush Pipe in Gimp tutorial, as well as RobA’s 

How to Make a Rotating Brush in Gimp tutorial. 

1. Open a new image in Gimp: 1x1 inch, 600x600 pixels/inch resolution, Grayscale color 
space. 

2. Draw a simple tree trunk, such as the one shown below.

 

http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?9053-Creating-a-brush-pipe-in-GIMP
http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?1124-How-To-Make-a-Rotating-Brush-in-GIMP
http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?1124-How-To-Make-a-Rotating-Brush-in-GIMP


 

 
 

3. To fill in the trunk smoothly, we’ll use a little trick. Select the Magic Wand tool, and click 
inside the tree trunk outline. Below is a picture of mine. I made it a bit bigger so you 
could see the “marching ants” of the selection border. 

 

4. Now, if we do a bucket fill on this selection, it will leave a tiny white outline between 

our selection line and the outline of the trunk. To avoid that, click Select > Grow as 

shown below. In the dialog that opens, click the arrow buttons to get to 3 pixels (or just 

type it in). Then click OK. 

 

5. Now, click the Bucket Fill tool, then click inside your selection to fill it in. This makes a 

solid fill with no white outline. 

6. Save your tree trunk image as a PNG file, with a name like “TreeTrunkBrush”. 



 

 
 

7. Next we need to add an alpha channel to our image, because when we make our brush 
pipe we need all the component images to have transparent backgrounds. Open the 
Layers tab or window if it’s not already open. You can do this by clicking Windows > 
Dockable Dialogs > Layers, or you can click the small arrow tab in the Toolbox and 
select Add Tab > Layers (this is shown below for clarity). 

 

Once you have the Layers tab open, right-click on your tree trunk layer (labeled “Background”) 

and select Add Alpha Channel. 

8. .Using your Magic Wand tool, click in the white area of your image. Then press the 

Delete key. This will take out the white background and leave a transparent 

background. 

9. Save your new image (with the transparent background) with a different name, like 

“Tree Trunk 1”. Make sure you save it as a filetype that supports transparency, like PNG. 

10. Now for the fun part! Since we want our tree trunk brush to give us varying shapes and 

sizes, take your original tree trunk and scale it. Use the Scale tool in the Toolbox, or click 

Image >Scale Image. Each time you create a new shape or size, save your file with an 

incremental name, like “Tree Trunk 2” etc. 

11. When you have as many scaled and reshaped images as you like, open a new image file, 

with the same settings you used for the original brush file, except with a transparent 

background instead of “Background Color”. 

12. Click File > Open as Layers, and select the first of your scaled/reshaped tree trunks. 

Continue doing this for each of the reshaped trunk files you created in step 10. 



 

 

 

13. Back in your original map file, add a new layer. You want this above your Forest layers but below 

your mask layer. 

14. Open the Brushes tab by clicking Windows >Dockable Dialogs > Brushes, or by clicking the small 

arrow on the lower part of the Toolbox and clicking Add Tab > Brushes (see step 7 in the brush 

pipe mini-tutorial section for a screenshot of this). 

15. It will probably be pretty large, so you will want to scale it down some (you can do this with the 

slider in the Toolbox, or by hitting the left bracket key on the keyboard). 

16. Put some larger trunks in the front, and some smaller trunks along the sides. Also put some 

small ones in between the larger ones in the front. Here’s an example of the effect you should 

get. 

 

Please let me know if this series of adapted tutorials is helpful to you. If you have any suggestions for 

ways to improve this tutorial, I would love to hear them. 

13. If you need to, use Image > Fit Canvas to Layers or Image > Canvas Size to make your 
canvas size closer to the size of your tree trunks. Make sure the canvas is big enough for 
your largest tree trunk. 

14. Save your layered file by clicking File > Save As to open the save dialog. Name your file 
something like “TreeTrunkBrushPipe”. Then click the + button at the bottom of the 
screen to open the Select File Type (By Extension) section. Scroll down until you find 
the Gimp brush (animated) file type, with the extension “gih”. Select it, and click the 
Save button. 

15. .Copy and paste this new “gih” file into your Gimp brushes folder. In Windows this is 

usually Users\<yourusername>\gimp-2.6\brushes. 

16. Exit and restart Gimp, and your new brush pipe should load with the other brushes! 


